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ABSTRACT

The Study entitled “A Content Analysis on the Comedic Styles of Selected Local Comedians” aims to know and understand the comedic styles of three selected local comedians. The study is all about the comedic styles of Vice Ganda, Eugene Domingo, and Vic Sotto to show which comedic style they are more prone to use in their acting. It also tackles the verbal and non-verbal aspects of their comedic style and how they perform these said comedic styles. The study also contains related literatures with symbolic interactionism as its theory and other studies to support the study. The researchers did a content analysis of the movies done by the selected actors/actresses which were chosen through a survey conducted by the researchers. The study aims to fulfill other aspects that have not been tackled by other researches. At the end of the content analysis, the researchers were able to define which comedic styles are commonly used by the selected local comedians.
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